The UCLA Herb Alpert School of Music, Department of Ethnomusicology presents a

Music of China Concert
Chi Li, Director

7:00 pm, Thursday, March 12, 2009
Jan Popper Theater, Schoenberg Music Building

- PROGRAM -

1. Ensemble

Shan Qin Shui Xiu (Pristine scenery) ---------------------------------------- Folk song from Shanxi province
Arranged by Li Chi

Fan Shen de Ri Zi (A Day of Celebration) ------------------------------------------- Zhu Jianer

2. Qin Solo

Yang Guan San Die - part (Three Variations on the Yang Pass) Manuscript of Qin Xue Ru Men(1864)
Cheryl Lui

Liu Shui - part (Flowing Water) ----------------------------------------------- Manuscript of Tian Wen Ge(1876)
Hui Zhang

Mei Hua San Nong - part (Three variations on Plum Blossom) ------ Manuscript of Jiao An (1868)
Jianjing Kuang

3. Zheng Unison

Xiu Jin Bian (Embroider the Golden Plaque) ----------------------- Folk Song from Shan Xi Province
Arranged by Yan Jia

Michelle Chen    Congxiang Hu    Michelle Panh    Yun Xie

Liu Yang He (The Liu Yang River) --------------------------------- Tang Biguang, Arranged by Zhang Yan
Xibing Jiang    Jin Li    Ming Wang    Paula Wu

4. Ribbon Dance

Wan Shi Ru Yi (Good luck in everything) ------------------------------- Folk dance from Dongbei province
Choreographed by Li Chi

5. Kun Opera Aria

Chang Sheng Dian (Palace of Eternal Life) ---------------------------------------- Hong Sheng (1645-1704)
Jianjing Kuang    Di : Morit Garifman

6. Erhu Unison

Sai Ma (Horse Race) -------------------------------------------------------- Huang Haihuai
Jamie Lu    Addison Luh    Xia Ma    Zachary Nelson    Tu Nguyen    Jessie Vallejo

7. Silk and Bamboo music

Liuqin Solo

Chun Dao Yi He (Spring Arrivals at Yihe) ----------------------------------------- Wang Huiran
Ching-Yi Chen

Ensemble

Tan Ci San Liu (Three Six) ---------------------------------------- Jiang Nan Silk and Bamboo music
Xi Yang Yang (Jubilant) -------------------------------------- Liu Mingyang
Jinshe Kuang Wu (Dance of Golden Dragon) -------------------------------------- Nie Er